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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that 1, WILLIAM A. Donny, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Newark, in the county of Licking, State of 
Ohio, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Illuminating Appliances, 
of which the following is a speci?cation. 
The object of my invention is to construct 

an illuminating appliance which shall pro 
duce e?icient illumination on the working 
plane and at the same time reduce the glare 
to a minimum. It is accomplished by re 
ducing the amount of light emitted in 
certain zones, and preventing undi?‘used 
light from being emitted in said zones. E? 
cient combinations of this sort are formed in 
the known forms of open mouth prismatic ' 
re?ector, but a portion of the light striking 
the surface of such a re?ector is transmitted 
giving the appearance of a bright spot on 
the outside of the re?ector, which is in line 
with the light source, and the eye of the ob 
server. Under certain conditions where the 
re?ector is close to the observer or mounted 
low, this bright spot may become trouble 
some. In the present invention, the re?ector 
portion stops at such an angle that such 
bright spots are not visible at any ordinary 
point of view. At this point, the transmit 
ting part of the appliance begins and extends 
to an angle equivalent to that of the ordi~ 
nary form of rismatic re?ector. With the 
concentrated light sources, now in ‘use, the 
refracting construction used on this trans 
mitting portion can be made so as to per 
mit little or no undi?used light to lee-emitted 
at troublesome angles. ' 
Figure 1 is an elevation of a shade-re?ec 

tor made according to my invention, with a 
portion cut away to show the vertical sec 
tion. Figs. 2 and 3 are vertical sections of 
further modi?cations of my invention. 
The device is compound; one portion, gen 

erally'the upper being formed as a re?ector, 
and the lower portion as a transmitting 
shade. The device is shown of crystal glass, 
but tinted, colored, acid etched, or sand 
blasted glass can be used; or the re?ector 
portion may be made of opaque material. - 
In the preferred form, the re?ector is 

formed of crystal glass which has on its 
outer surface radial double re?ecting prisms 
adapted to re?ect li ht rays from the source 
within, through an out of the open mouth 
of the appliance. Between the re?ector and 

the refracting portion is a band-like portion 
joining the re?ector to the refractor. The 
only mechanical reason for using this is to 
secure good manufacturing conditions. The 
refractor portion consists of a band of re 
fracting prisms, the lower portion of this 
band being of smaller diameter than the 
upper fpart thereof. In fact, the opening of 
the re 'racting portion need only be of such 
width as to permit the removal of the lamp. 
The re?ector is designed so that practi 

cally no light rays from the source are re 
?ected from it to the inner surface of the 
transmitting shade portion, as such light 
would be more scattered than light rays di 
rectly incident on the shade portion, and 
would not pass out in such angles as to pro— 
duce the desired de?nite cuto?i' or diminution 
above the angle of maximum light intensity. 
The contour of the upper re?ector is sub 
stantiallv elliptical, that is, of such outline 
that if the light source is placed in one focus 
the re?ected rays will tend to pass through 
the other focus. In actual design, in order 
to get difference in distribution, we are only 
limited to the requirements of getting the re 
?ected rays through the open mouth. As this 
is of somewhat restricted area, however, the 
re?ector can always be considered as a combi 
nation of elliptical and parabolic construc 
tions, if not as a simple ellipse. 
The mouth of the transmittin portion is 

of such size that the re?ected lig t from the 
re?ector portion may be made to pass 
through it at such angles as to give desirable 
distribution without loss by impinging on 
the transmitting portion. The shape of the 
transmitting portion and its relation to the 
light source are such that the light rays 
striking it are refracted e?iciently into the 

_ useful zones. 
In the ?gures, B is the upper re?ector por 

tion having on its outer surface double re 
?ecting prisms. The neck portion A in each 
case is of conventional form. G is the light 
source of which E is the center and taken 
as the light source for the purpose of show 
ing the action of typical light rays.‘ 
This point E is taken as one focus of the 

various ellipses and as the focus of the pa“ 
rabola forming the contour of the upper re 
?ector part. The lower refractin portion 
D of the appliance is shown as wel ed to the 
re?ector by means of band C, which has re 
?ecting prisms upon it. Portion D has an 
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open mouth F large enough to permit pas 
sage of the lamp G, and has horizontal re 
fracting prisms upon its outer, surface. The 
light rays incident from the light source on 
the re?ector 13, above point 2, are for all 
practical purposes negligible. ' 
‘In the modification shown in Fig. 1, the 

contour of the re?ector from 2 to 5 and 
from 7 to 10 is elliptical, while that from 
5 to 7 is parabolic. Rays from 2 to 5 pass 
through point 18, placed close enough to 
the edge of the mouth part to ermit a 
Wide distribution of the light an yet not 
close enough to cause the rays from the ex 
treme edge of the sourceto be re?ected on 
the inner surface of the transmitting por 
tion.v The ray point 5 coincides with the 
axis of the ellipse. Point 18 forms a sec 
ondary light focus for all rays incident on 
the elliptical portion 2 to 5 of the re?ector. 
Rays incident on points from 7 to 10 pass 
through point 19. This point is so placed 
that practically all light re?ected from ex 
treme portions of the light source will miss 
the adjacent» side of the transmitting por 
tion. This point 19 forms the secondary 
focus of rays incident on the second ellipti 
cal portion of the re?ector. Portion 5 to 7 
on'the re?ector is parabolic in contour and. 
all the ‘rays from the source E re?ected by 
it will be parallel to rays 4: and '8.‘ The 
refracting transmitting part extends from 
about -90 degrees With the vertical axis to 
about '55 degrees with the vertical axis and 
is designed to emit through its open month 
all direct light from the source emitted at 
angles less than 55 degrees to 60 degrees. 
The refractor portion is here shown as con 
cave and provided with horizontal refract 
ing prisms which in‘this case depress the 
major portion of the light striking the in— 
her surface to about 45 degrees and permit 
very little light to pass out above an angle 
of 60 degrees. Typical light ray 16 from 
the light source is incident on such refract 

‘ ing prisms, and refracted and transmitted 
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in direction 17 as shown. Light rays 12 
incident on the’ connecting band at point 
13 vare re?ected and transmitted in typical 
light rays 14 and‘15. 

Fig. 2 is the vertical cross section of a ' 
modi?cation in which the contour of the 
re?ector from 20 to 21 andfrom 22 to 23 
is ‘elliptical, While that from 21 to 22 is 
parabolic. The light rays incident from 
the light source on the re?ector B, above 
point 20, are for all practical purposes neg-v 
ligible. Rays from 20 to 21 pass through 
point 24, so placed that the re?ected rays are 
at angles from perpendicular to 33 degrees 
with the perpendicular. Point 24 forms a 
secondary light focus for all rays incident 
on the elliptical portion 20 to 21 of the 
re?ector. Rays incident on points from 22 
to 23 pass through point 25. This point 
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is so placed that practically all light re 
?ected from extreme portions of the light 
source will pass out through the open 
mouth at angles less than 60 degrees and 
very little of the light will strike the ad 
jacent side of the transmitting portion. 
This point forms the secondary focus of 
rays incident on the second elliptical por 
tion of the re?ector. Portion 21 to 22 on 
the re?ector is parabolic in contour and 
all the rays from the source E re?ected by 
it will be parallel to rays 26 and 27. 
The refracting transmitting part extends 

from. about 85 degrees With the vertical 
axis to about degrees With the vertical 
axis and is designed to emit through its 
open mouth all direct light from the sources 
emitted at angles less than 55 degrees to 60 
degrees. The refractor portion is here 
shown as concave and provided with hori 
zontal refracting prisms which in this case 
depress the major portion of the light 
striking the inner surface to about 33 de 
grees .and permit very little light to pass 
out above an angle of 60 degrees. Typical 
.light ray 28 from the light source is inci 
dent on such refracting prisms, and refract 
ed and transmitted in direction 29 as shown. 
Light rays 30 incident on the connecting 
band at point 31 are refracted and trans 
mitted in typical light rays 32 and 33. 
In Fig. 3, a vertical ‘cross section of a 

further modi?cation of my invention is 
shown. In this modi?cation the light rays 
incident from the light source on the re 
?ector B, above point 34, are for all prac 
tical ‘purposes negligible. Rays from 34 to 
35 pass through point 37, placed at the edge 
of the mouth part. In this case rays from 
theextreme edge of the light source are re 
?ected on the opposite side of the trans 
mitting portion because the prisms at the 
lower edge are so shallow that they will 
not direct this light disadvantageously and 
a wide angle of maximum intensity is de 
sired Without increase in' the size of the 
mouth F. Point 37 forms a secondary light 
focus for all rays incident on the elliptical 
portion 34 to 35 of the re?ector. Portion 
35 to 36 on the re?ector is parabolic in con 
tour and all the rays from the source E re 
?ected by it will be parallel to rays 38 to 39. 
The refracting transmitting part extends 

from about 85 degrees with the vertical 
axis to about 55 degrees with the vertical 
axis and is designed to emit through its 
open mouth all direct light from the sources 
emitted at angles less than 55 degrees to 
60 degrees. The refractor portion is here 
shown, as concave and provided With hori— 
zontal refracting prisms which in this case 
depress the major portion of the light strik 
ing the inner surface to about 55 degrees 
and permit very little light to pass out 
above an angle of 60 degrees. Typical 
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light ray 40 from the light source is inci 
dent on such refracting prisms, and re 
fracted and transmitted in direction41 as 
shown. Light rays 42 incident on the con 
necting band at point 45 are refracted and 
transmitted in typical light rays 43 and 44. 
Great variety of distribution is obtainable 

by this invention. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 show 
three distinct types in which variations are 
produced by dl?erent ellipsoidal combina 
tions in the re?ector together with di?er 
ence of curvature of the transmittin part. 
For instance, in Fig. 1 a broad distri ution 
is given inv which an area is lighted, the 
diameter of which is twice the distance of 
the light source above the plane lighted. 
The area of distribution of Fig. 2is smaller 
but more concentrated, being 14 times the 
distance of the light'source above the plane 
lighted. The broadest area of distribution 
is obtained by the modi?cation shown in 
‘Fig. 3, in which the diameter of the area 
lighted is 2% times the distance of the light 
source above the plane lighted. 
The appliance 1s shown in pendent posi 

tion but it can be used upright or pendent; 
any light source can be used but accuracy 
of position is necessary to secure good re 
sults. 
Having described my invention, what I 

claim is: ' _ 
1. An illuminating appliance consisting 

of an upper re?ector, a lower light trans 
mitting shade, having an open mouth the 
re?ector ‘being substantially ellipsoidal in 
contour and adapted ‘to throw the majority 
of light rays incident on its surface directly 
through and out of the open mouth and the 
shade transmitting and directing incident 
light rays at angles to roduce a relatively 
sudden diminution in light intensity above 
the angle of maximum light intensity. 

2. An illuminating appliance consisting 
of a light transmitting shade having an 
open mouth and an upper re?ector substan 
tially ellipsoidal in contour and provided 
on its outer surface with radial re?ecting 
prisms adapted to throw the majority of 
light rays incident on its surface directly 
through and out of the open mouth and the 
shade which has upon its surface prisms 
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adapted to transmit and direct incident 
light rays at angles to produce a relatively 
sudden diminution in light intensity above 
the angle of maximum light intensity. 

3. An illuminating appliance consisting 
of a light source, and surroundin the same, 
a re?ector and an open mouthed light trans 
mitting shade, the re?ector being uppermost 
and having its rim substantially on a line 
with a lower edge of the light source and 
being adapted to throw the majority of light 
rays incident on its surface directly throu h 
and out of the open mouth of the shade, 
which shade transmits and directs light rays 
incident thereon at angles to produce a rela 
tively sudden diminution in light intensity 
above the angle of maximum light intensity. 

4. An illuminating appliance consisting 
of a light source and surrounding the same, 
a glass re?ector and anopen mouthed light 
transmitting shade, the re?ector being up 
permost and having its lower rim substan 
tially On a line with the lower edge of the 
light source and being rovided with re?ect 
ing prisms adapted to t row the majority of 
light rays incident on its surface directly 
through and out of the open mouth of the 
shade, which shade transmits and directs 
light rays incident thereon at angles to pro 
duce a relatively sudden diminution in light 
intensity above the angle of maximum light 
intensity. 

5. An illuminating appliance consisting 
of a light source and surroundin the same, 
an upper re?ector, and a lower ight trans 
mitting open mouthed shade, the re?ector 
being substantially ellipsoidal in contour 
and having its lower rim substantially on a 
line with the lower edge of the light source 
and being provided on its outer surface with 
radial re?ecting prisms adapted to throw 
the majority of light rays incident on its 
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surface directly through and out of the open . 
mouth of the shade, which shade has upon 
its outer surface horizontal - refractmg 
prisms adapted to transmit and direct inci 
dent light rays at angles to produce a rela 
tively sudden ‘diminution in light intensity 
above the angle of maximum light intensity. 
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